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Anthony Coburn
 · 

I see Gary tomlinson from wdw doesn't like to people to see facts, 
blocks people who speaks truth about him. Shouldn't threaten 
people then when you see the threats get you no where, offer the 
same people money to destroy others property. Then hide the fact 
from public knowledge.
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9Tim Halpin, Wps Loft and 7 others 54 Comments

Like Comment

All comments
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Mickeyd Mickeyd
A lot of folk dont like the truth tbh...

1Like Reply

2h

Mitchell Denson
Mickeyd Mickeyd Martin Mcevoy doesn't like the
truth

Like Reply

2h

Mickeyd Mickeyd
Mitchell Denson Lot of em about 

1Like Reply

5h

John Raines
if its true what you say i know a few lads who wont be
supporting wdw this year or any other,bad news,

Like Reply

4h

Anthony Coburn
John Raines if its true? I was at his property when
he threatened to shoot me, he was told to get his
gun and see where it goes, if he wants to go on
his field and fight like men, then let's go, he
declined and said he needs people like me and
offered … See more
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4Like Reply
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Robert Tomlinson
Anthony Coburn
https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/.../liverpool
-class-drugs...

LIVERPOOLECHO.CO.UK

Liverpool class A drugs
gang locked up for 64…

1Like Reply
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Anthony Coburn
Robert Tomlinson lies, what lies? If I'm lying
tell your dad to prove I'm lying and
contradict what I say, instead of blocking
me. That article is public knowledge and a
part of my past I experienced due to the bad
decisions I made in my life, I stood … See
more
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Gavin Bowater
Anthony coburn why are you hard man to on a
field 

1Like Reply
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Robert Tomlinson
Gavin Bowater see the link mate
https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/.../liverpool
-class-drugs...

LIVERPOOLECHO.CO.UK

Liverpool class A drugs
gang locked up for 64…
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Robert Tomlinson
Gavin Bowater
https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/.../liverpool
-class-drugs...

LIVERPOOLECHO.CO.UK

Liverpool class A drugs
gang locked up for 64…

Like Reply
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Shaun Stockley
I’ve been threatened before !!!

1Like Reply
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Anton Astore
Shaun Stockley was jealous of your hair mate 

3Like Reply

4h

Andy Pereira
It's about time fanciers saw the bad side of this
family,your getting fooled into entering.the constant
use of antibiotics in his race system and I'm sure in the
OLR.Does this affect the outcome of the OLR.

1Like Reply
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Robert Tomlinson
Andy Pereira I’m see the link this is the man you
are agreeing with

https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/.../liverpool-
class-drugs...

LIVERPOOLECHO.CO.UK

Liverpool class A drugs gang
locked up for 64 years
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Robert Pashley
I have entered the WDW one loft race twice and I have
no complaints. Always remember there are two sides to
every story.

2Like Reply
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Anthony Coburn
Robert Pashley so why not comment back and
block me? Your welcome to ask the person his
side and make your own conclusions up.
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1Like Reply
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Robert Pashley
Anthony Coburn I can't answer that pal. It's
up to Gary who he chooses to speak to. As I
say I have no problems.

Like Reply
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Anthony Coburn
Robert Pashley you commented saying
there's 2 sides, in that case surely you
should want to hear both sides? Or was your
comment made in a different context?
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1Like Reply
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Robert Tomlinson
Anthony Coburn here a comment

https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/.../liverpool
-class-drugs...

LIVERPOOLECHO.CO.UK

Liverpool class A drugs
gang locked up for 64…
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Shaun Stockley
Robert Pashley . Have you ever made what they
perceive to be a negative comment? I have and
was threatened with being knocked out !
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John Mcneill
What’s happened

Like Reply
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Lee Downing
Money lad's he likes money

3Like Reply
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Robert Tomlinson
Lee Downing don’t you like money then Lee
downing

Like Reply
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Lee Downing
Robert Tomlinson sum like it more

Like Reply
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Johannes Hendrik Schoeman
I can’t see the main post either
About him and BM made up, should we ask if there was
a price tag or any money involved

Like Reply
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Anthony Coburn
Johannes Hendrik Schoeman surely he will be
open and honest as that's his usp apparently.
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2Like Reply
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Johannes Hendrik Schoeman
Anthony Coburn I’m past caring to be
honest mate
Helped BM out and people jumped on the
ban wagon must be because video hit 6k
views in few days and loads of interest to
BM
But hey I’m in rpra OLR … See more

1Like Reply
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Anthony Coburn
Johannes Hendrik Schoeman the genuine
people just want to enjoy the racing mate,
it's the sly ones who behind the scenes try
playing the big man and bringing the bad
experiences to the sport/hobby.
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1Like Reply
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Robert Tomlinson
Johannes Hendrik Schoeman Suggest you
read the link below

https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/.../liverpool
-class-drugs...

LIVERPOOLECHO.CO.UK

Liverpool class A drugs
gang locked up for 64…
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Johannes Hendrik Schoeman
His past non of my business you want to see
my past, makes that looks like Mickey
Mouse, I purely said looks like I’m blocked
from a comment that went up, if nothing to
hide no need to block people

3Like Reply
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Jonny Langham
They are very strong and damming comments hope
you can prove it
As I’m in a lot of trouble for opening my mouth about
someone and violence is never the answer jmo I’m not
having a go a word of caution and I don’t want a
argument and won’t bother you a… See more

Like Reply
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Robert Tomlinson
Jonny Langham he can’t prove anything coz it’s
complete rubbish. See the link below to find out
the type of guy this Anthony Coburn is

https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/.../liverpool-
class-drugs...

LIVERPOOLECHO.CO.UK

Liverpool class A drugs gang
locked up for 64 years

1Like Reply
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Tim Halpin
Well put mate

Like Reply
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Robert Tomlinson
I think people need to look into the link below to find
out what the Anthony Coburn is all about coz that
absolute bull shit he’s spouting now is nothing but lies
and he won’t have any proof of what he’s saying either
as is that case when lies are bein… See more

LIVERPOOLECHO.CO.UK

Liverpool class A drugs gang locked
up for 64 years

6Like Reply
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Mickeyd Mickeyd
Sooner these olrs die a death. Better for the average
fancier.. Wen money gets involved its neva good. Only
for them running em..

2Like Reply
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Shaun Stockley
Mickeyd Mickeyd . Money has always been
involved. You’ll never stop money. More of the
problem is only with who runs some of them.

Like Reply
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Mickeyd Mickeyd
Shaun Stockley Not the numbers they are
now ?? Madness.. But people seem to be
wakin up to it all now. Which is a good thing.
Imo..
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Shaun Stockley
Mickeyd Mickeyd . Social media only
highlights it. For example, when looking at
old books recently we found adverts. They
were selling babies for £3 each. That’s 97
years ago.
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Mickeyd Mickeyd
Shaun Stockley Thats prob true mate. But i
bet 99% of good birds were exchanged
between fancier friends.
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Shaun Stockley
Mickeyd Mickeyd . Doubtful. As I say it’s
only social media that highlights it.

1Like Reply
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Roy Redpath
Who are you people this is a pigeon chat forum. I don't
think this is the place for this kind stuff most people
don't want to no.

1Like Reply
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Os Osborne
Roy Redpath course people want to know what
sort of people are running these races

2Like Reply
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Shaun Stockley
Roy Redpath . It’s pigeon related surely.

Like Reply
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Roy Redpath
Shaun Stockley to be honest Shaun I'm
67yr old man I don't know these guys if I
confronted any of them they would knock
hell out of me. So I try to keep clear from
this kind of thing. I wish I never put the last
post up.

Like Reply
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Shaun Stockley
Roy Redpath . 99 per cent of them are good
as gold. It’s still a great hobby and a few
spoil it at times.

Like Reply

1h Edited

Jonny Langham
I think the chat site need to be more vigilant and just let
it be what it is
Pigeon Chat about pigeons and only pigeons
dragging peoples name through the mud doesn’t do
any good what so ever trust me if you have a problem
it’s your problem not the pi… See more
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Robert Dark
I had a word with him about his one loft race and he did
not like what I said and bard me from his site

Like Reply
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Robert Dark
And all l was trying to do was help him

Like Reply

27m

Charles Thomson
After watching the video won’t be getting a young bird
of mine anyway

Like Reply
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Mickeyd Mickeyd
Charles Thomson Which video ??

Like Reply

Reply to Charles Thomson…

1m

Charles Thomson
The 1 loft race one

Like Reply
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